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9 Touring Kenya and East Africa. Third in the Troon Open.
I win the Masters with my greatest shot. I beat Max
Faulkner and win the matchplay again. Round the
world 89

10 Ryder Cup at Pinehurst. Faulkner's Open, 1951. To East
Africa with Harry Weetman. Australia and New
Zealand again 99

11 Ryder Cup at Wentworth. Max Faulkner beats me in
matchplay final. Third again in Open at Birkdale, 1954 108

12 Ryder Cup at Palm Springs. A chance for Wales in
Canada Cup at Wentworth. Sir Stuart Goodwin and
the Ryder Cup victory at Lindrick, 1957. The Weetman
affair 120

13 The aftermath. Ireland win the Canada Cup in 1958 and
I win the South African matchplay, beating Harold
Henning and Gary Player. I win my first tournament
in Wales, 1959. Ryder Cup at Palm Desert and a
4,000-foot drop in an airliner 137

14 Centenary Open at St. Andrew's, 1960. I finish one shot
behind champion Arnold Palmer at Birkdale. A
right royal game with King Baudouin of the Belgians at
Gleneagles, 1961 148

15 A TV match with Jerry Barber. Ryder Cup at Royal
Lytham. I win the Dunlop Masters again. Palmer's
terrific performance at Troon. I win the Swiss Open in
'sudden death' against Harold Henning, and the senior
title. The likeable Tony Lema 155

16 Peter Thomson robs me of my fifth matchplay title in 1967 165

17 The future of the Ryder Cup. After Houston, 1967, and
a look at golf in the 1970s 172



GOLF FANS often ask me what motivates me in golf competi-
tion. How have I managed to be moderately successful in a
game that is dominated by big men? I feel that being Welsh,
and therefore having some fire in my belly, has something to do
with it. So has the fact that, being small, I have felt the need to
prove myself. All small men, whether Napoleon, Gary Player,
Norman Von Nida or myself-if you'll pardon the contrast-
seem to possess some compensating driving force.

At school, I had a hard struggle to keep up with the bigger
chaps. Often, it seemed to me, that it was always the small boys
who were picked on. At any rate, invariably I found myself in
fights. And as I came out on the losing side quite frequently, I
developed a knack of survival which has stood me in good stead
when facing critical situations at the most exciting stages of
matches.

When I was fourteen I had a desperate fight in the school
yard. My opponent, who had said something sarcastic about
my size, was twice as big as I, and I got thoroughly worsted.
Nursing a bleeding nose and a split lip, I ran all the way home
and sat for hours in my bedroom, brooding over the injustice
of life and swearing to get my own back.

Fortunately, my mother was out for the whole of that day
and never knew about the incident. By the time she returned in
the evening, I had bathed my face and patched up my wounds
and was almost enjoying my misery. Mother discovered I had
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Had I been chosen I would have joined Henry Cotton and
Peter Alliss as the only Britons to make my cup debut at the
age of twenty-two.

Bill Cox, whom I had beaten by one stroke in the assistants'
championship, was chosen in preference to myself and, even
though Bill did his bit in New Jersey by halving his singles
match with Horton Smith, I felt aggrieved at being overlooked
and bitterly disappointed.

So much so that I considered the possibility of emigrating.
In January, 1936, I received the offer ofa job at a club in South
Africa and was on the point of accepting it and starting a new
life in a strange, but exciting, country when I had reservations
at the last moment. I went to see Percy Perrins, the secretary
of the P.G.A., and he gave me some good advice.

Percy could see plainly how set I was upon a tournament
career and probably he thought that I may have had the
makings of a successful competitor, for he clinched his argu-
ment against my going with the warning: 'There are few
tournaments out there.' This was enough to make up my mind,
and I've never regretted the decision. Jim Ockenden, Jr., a
young Scot, went in my stead and he made a big success of the
job.

There ensued a grey and depressing period in my life, during
which I never quite lost the feeling that I had it in me to break
through. I arose every morning at five o'clock and practised for
two or three hours before running back to one of Mrs. Cole-
man's huge breakfasts. My game began to assume a solid shape.

I had acquired the knack of flicking the ball with my clubs
when I was a small boy in Wales and when I was never allowed
to hit full shots in case I broke windows. I had to be content
with flicking balls twenty or thirty yards on a patch of ground
near the clubhouse, and I am convinced that it was this early
training that enabled me to develop a hand action that is at the
heart of my swing today.

Many good golfers have a flick action built into their swings.
It's a movement that occurs in the hitting zone. When you flick
at the ball, you learn to make correct use of your hands at the
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bottom of the swing at impact, and there is no reason at all why
adult golfers should not learn this action.

The trick is to use a pitching club and to try to flick the ball
at a target thirty to sixty yards away. With practice it is possible
to play all kinds of shots with all kinds of clubs with this wristy
action, and once you get the knack you will be surprised to
find that you can hit a number three wood shot a couple of
hundred yards with only a foot and a half of back-swing.

It is not even necessary to play on a golf course to develop
the flick; it can be acquired simply by taking a club with you
while out walking and knocking off dandelion heads or the-tops
of grass. The action is the one you would use when flicking at
grass with a cane, a whipping movement, using only the wrists.

Try the action by using a club and swinging with your feet
close together. This helps to give you the feel of what you are
trying to do with the ball. If your swing does not incorporate a
flick, build one into it. I am sure that your golf will improve in
consequence, and I always advise youngsters to acquire the
action before developing a full swing.

At the time of my development at Surbiton, many people
were advising me to change my grip. I used a two-handed grip,
that is one with no interlocking of the fingers, and it was
strongly suggested to me that I should change, either to the
Vardon overlapping grip, or to an interlocking one, similar to
that used by Mr. Coleman.

Later on, however, Charles Whitcombe, who also employed
a highly individualistic grip, told me not to change unless I was
completely dissatisfied with my results. That was enough for
me; I decided to sink or swim with my two-handed grip.

Although I continued to make my mark in tournament play,
there were inevitable disappointments. I did not mind them if I
felt I was learning lessons all the time, for I believe that strength
of character is formed only by bitter experience. But one inci-
dent struck particularly hard. It was at Moseley, Birmingham,
where I was defending my assistants' title, and looking certain
to retain it when I led by two strokes with one round to go.

Commander Roe, the secretary of the P.G.A., informed me
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never seen such impenetrable jungle or narrow fairways. I lost
five balls.

On the following morning, when the course was deserted, I
went out alone to the fifth tee with a bag containing 300 balls.
The driving target is a neck of fairway less than twenty-five
yards wide, at a distance of 250 yards, and cut through timber-
land so dense you need a machete to hew a path. Twenty of my
practice balls were never seen again, but I conquered my attack
of wild driving and, some little time later, playing in the match-
play championship at Walton Heath, I felt that the fairways
there were as wide as football fields.

I was thinking very deeply about the golf swing at this time
which was a period of intense development for me. It is the
natural wish of all golfers, and particularly of those who are
not in the first flush of youth, to hit the ball farther. At the
Hindhead club, my pupils' handicaps ranged from three to
fifteen and, without exception, the question they invariably
asked me was: 'How can I get greater length?' The answer was
simple. All were trying to get greater length by using their
shoulders instead of hips and hands. Of course, James Braid
was once heard to say that to hit it further you have to hit it a
damn sight harder, but that's another problem.

Any student of the golf swing as I have stressed in my Golf
Monthly articles knows that each part of the body contributes
to it in some way, actively or passively. The shoulders must come
into the swing, of course, but what one must not do is to try
to hit from, or with, the shoulders. This is a very common fault,
particularly with older golfers who are less supple than they
used to be. Moreover, when a golfer tries to gain extra length
with his shoulders he creates a chain reaction which prevents
the hands from making their full contribution to the stroke.

So I told my pupils then, and I still do, to forget the shoulders
and to concentrate instead, as far as the upper part of the body
is concerned, on the hands. The hands must be given the
opportunity to take charge. At Hindhead I told my pupils to
practise hitting shots with their feet close together. From such
a narrow stance it is impossible to lunge at the ball with the
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shoulders without going completely off balance, and possibly
falling over.

In the spring of 1938 I finished runner-up to Alf Perry in the
Daily Mail tournament at Newcastle-on-Tyne, and Alf's final
hole gave me a good example of how an experienced pro can
snatch most benefit from the rub of the green. Alf needed a par
four to win, and when I saw his approach shot sailing high
over the home green I was sure he would be in such trouble
that I would tie him, or possibly even win the tournament.

The ball landed on the clubhouse roof, however, and instead
of finishing out of bounds, hit a chimney-stack and rebounded
over the flower-bed and a pebble path to finish just off the
putting surface. Alf got down in two to win, just like a good pro
should.

That spring Eunice and I were married, and I gave my wife
an extra wedding present by winning the matchplay title for the
second time. In the semi-finals I defeated Laurie Ayton and
qualified to meet in the final Eddie Whitcombe who was, by a
strange coincidence, not only the son of Ernest, who I had
beaten in the final two years before, but was born on the same
day as myself, March 31, 1913.

By this time I felt very confident of my powers as a tourna-
ment player and was hitting the ball long and straight enough
to get on the greens to give my hot putter a chance to work, and
I defeated Ernest comfortably. In the same month I came
second in the Belgian Open and so, altogether, it was a highly
satisfactory year financially. I invested my prize money in
furniture for our new house and I bought a rather flashy car, a
16·9 h.p. Hudson Terraplane. This cost £452, which was, in
those days, a huge outlay for a piece of road machinery, especi-
ally a 'mobile drawing-room' like the Hudson. But I took the
vehicle with me to my new job at Hindhead and I thought the
money well spent for the uplift and confidence that it gave
me.

Early in 1939 Hitler was causing much uneasiness in Britain
by his rantings and ravings around Europe, and I took part in
a match between a British team, captained by Arthur Lacey,
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and an Argentine touring side of young pros which included
Martin Pose and Marcus Tureo. We won the match, which
took place at Temple Newcome, and as it was never revived
after the war the P.G.A. has retained the trophy, which still
stands in the Association offices in the City of London.

Several weeks later r returned to the same club to win the
Yorkshire Evening News matchplay event, beating another
Ryder Cup player, Jack Hargreaves, in the final by 'sudden
death' at the thirty-seventh hole. Hargreaves won two of the
first three holes in the morning and hung on to his lead through-
out a long hard day until r squared on the last green. On the
first extra green r had a six-yard putt to win the match and the
title. r holed it.
r did not distinguish myself particularly in Open champion-

ships before the war. But always r qualified for the last day, and
my performances were improving each season so that, as r look
back, r feel that had the war not intervened and taken some of
my best and most confident years for other and more vital
purposes r would very likely have won the title, or at least gone
very close to doing so.

The 1939 Open at St. Andrew's was won by Dick Burton,
with Jimmy Adams and myself close behind in second place.
r was at my peak physically, and I had the shots, and especially
the putting ability, to win, but not the experience. My favourite
clubs were the driver, the number four wood, and the putter.
The number four of that era resembled a lofted spoon of today
and, like Harry Vardon, my predecessor at South Herts, I could
not only hit with this club to a distant green, but expected, more
often than not, to get close enough to give myself a reasonable
chance of a single putt.

My putting astonished me, and the memory of it still does.
I suppose that one reason I was such an accurate putter was
because I had spent many years idly tapping balls about on the
rough ground behind the Hindhead clubhouse, while waiting
for pupils or customers, and, because it was necessary to 'work'
the ball about on the bumpy uneven ground, I developed an
extremely sensitive touch in my hands, which r never lost until
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The 1938 matchplay championship again. Whitcombe plays from the
rough at the second hole. On Whitcombe's right, the referee, the late
James Braid
Below left Hitting against the left side. Rees in action, the occasion
being the 1938 matchplay championship Below right Rees's opponent
in the 1937 Ryder Cup foursomes at Southport and Ainsdale, Gene
Sarazen. Rees and C. A. Whitcombe halved with Sarazen and Densmore
Shute



One of the famous Whitcombe brothers, Reg. This photo shows him in
the year of his Open Championship win, 1938



hole singles and six each of eighteen-hole foursomes and
fourballs.

But whatever form the contest takes, it will get my whole-
hearted support in the future as it has in the past. There is no
greater game than golf. There is no happier band of people than
golfers. And there is no more worthwhile career for anyone to
adopt than that of golf professional. I would like my epitaph
to be a simple one: He was a real pro.
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